
 
Swim with Dolphins Regulations 

For the health and safety of participants and the dolphins please followed as below; 

1. Only swimming wear no metal components or materials that are harmful to dolphins allowed.   
2. Do not wear any type of jewelry such as rings, watches, earrings, necklaces, beads, false eyelashes, a nylon rope, or a bead with a 

bead. 
3. Prohibited for shower cap, swimming cap, swimming goggles, eye glasses, and sunglasses. 
4. Do not bring valuables into the pool. 
5. Fingernails and toenails must be cut short. No acrylic nails or any decorative object on the nail allowed. Otherwise be cut to 

a shorter nail and nail file to remove sharp. 
6. Take a shower and wearing life jacket before get in to water.  
7. Do not apply  sunscreen or any body lotion before get into water. 
8. Prohibited person who is contagious, and diseases such as asthma, tuberculosis, leprosy, conjunctivitis, colds, epilepsy, 

heart disease, epilepsy, AIDS and other communicable disease. 
9. Prohibited those who is physically weak or incomplete, who is pregnant, who had a wound, woman who is on her period, 

the disabled, and the mentally disabled. Including those that are nervous slow. 
10. Alcohol, drug and smoking prohibited.  
11. Do not clutter and do not harm dolphins 

12. Do not jump into water. Do not diving. 
13. Do not touch the head dolphins from the mouth to the throat and the blow-hole of dolphins. 
14. Strictly follow the instructions of his mentor. 
15. Weight  is  not  over  110   Kg. 
16. Child is  5 year old and height 110 Cm. up or Appropriate  officials examined. 
17. Case is Child under  5 year old or height is not reached 110 Cm. if parent or customers Confirming for Swim with dolphin 

have signed a letter  of acknowledgment in case have accidents  swim with dolphin. Pattaya dolphin world is not 
responsible   any case. 

18. Case follower. 
                18.1. Will be charge for follower 100 Baht / pax 
                18.2.  Follower can take a photo but can’t  record VDO  and must be in a designated area. 
        19.  Swim with Dolphin  5  Pax / round. 
               19.1.  Time for swim with dolphin  30  minute / round / 5 pax. 
        20.  Please reserve 3 day. 
        21.  Please paid money before the service. 
        22.  Case cancel swim with dolphin .No refund whatever  the any case. 
        23.  What customers need is  swimming suite and towel  Pattaya dolphin world not available. 
        24.   Pattaya dolphin world have locker service for customer swim with dolphin. 

*****Notice : Customer non compliance our regulations. Will be charge from rake rate and no refund.***** 
For more information contact Marketing department. 

Tel : 063-4019888  Mr.Teerapong   Poopinad  (Pu)     Tel : 061-8140099  Mr.Ratchanon  Benjapak (Bank) 
Please make your reservation & confirmation at the reservation office 8.30 Am. Until 3.00 Pm. 

                     Tel : 038-051790, 084-6537676  (Reservation) 


